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Tandem - Anna Jarzab 2013-10-08
Read the book that Marie Lu, New York Times bestselling author of the LEGEND trilogy called, "A
fascinating world of parallel universes, sexy doppelgangers, and breathtaking action. Such a fun and
addictive read!" A captivating tale of rebellion and romance that spans parallel worlds. Everything repeats.
You. Your best friend. Every person you know. Many worlds, many lives—infinite possibilities. Welcome to
the multiverse. Sixteen-year-old Sasha Lawson has only ever known one small, ordinary life. When she was
young, she loved her grandfather's stories of parallel worlds, inhabited by girls who looked like her but led
totally different lives. Sasha never believed such worlds were real—until now, when she finds herself thrust
into one against her will. To prevent imminent war, Sasha must slip into the life of an alternate version of
herself, a princess who has vanished on the eve of her arranged marriage. If Sasha succeeds in fooling
everyone, she will be returned home; if she fails, she'll be trapped in another girl's life forever. As time runs
out, Sasha finds herself torn between two worlds, two lives, and two young men vying for her love—one
who knows her secret, and one who believes she's someone she's not. "Clever and exhilarating—each page
is a pleasure."—Ally Condie, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Matched
Reaching Through Time: Three Novellas - Lurlene McDaniel 2012-07-24
What's Happened to Me? Sarah finds herself in a strange place, and she can recall only one thing—her
name. A young man, Heath de Charon, explains to Sarah that he found her unconscious on the grounds of
his family's estate and has been caring for her. Sarah is thankful, but when she starts hearing voices that
whisper for her to come back, she is confused, and desperate to find out where she really belongs. When
the Clock Chimes Drake Iverson lands a summer job on Sandstone Mountain. There are no computers; he
has to do all the work by hand in a large leather-bound book. He doesn't mind, as long as he can be near
Gina, who is pretty and kind. But when Gina falls ill, Drake is asked to leave. He is determined to find out
what happened to Gina and to uncover other mysteries he encounters on Sandstone Mountain. The
Mysteries of Chance Dylan Sorenson offers his help to a girl who seems to be in distress. The girl, Maura,
explains that she's simply overwhelmed by the heat and quickly runs off. But Maura is soon drawn back to
Dylan and a friendship and budding romance begins. However, Maura doesn't reveal the whole truth about
herself, and Dylan has secrets of his own. Can their relationship withstand the deception?
Somebody's Baby - Lurlene McDaniel 2017-07-11
“Sorry, John Green fans, but McDaniel’s been making us cry . . . for decades.” —Bustle.com Love, family,
acceptance, and forgiveness are at the center of this heartfelt novel that explores the unpredictable paths
that allow people to follow their dreams and help them find a way back home. Ever since Sloan won a
reality television singing competition, her music career has taken off. She suddenly finds herself with a
manager, a recording contract, and a tour in the works. Her manager warned her that strangers would ask
her for all sorts of things, and that she must not respond. But one email stands out—from a young woman
who claims to be Sloan’s half sister. Sloan’s mother, now deceased, never told her who her father was, so
the prospect of knowing some family history is too strong a desire to ignore. Now Sloan must return to
Windemere, the town where she grew up, to face a past she’s worked hard to forget. One trip leads to
another, and when circumstances take a devastating turn, Sloan is faced with a complicated choice
involving not only herself, but also those who have come to depend on her.
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The Year of Luminous Love - Lurlene McDaniel 2014-05-13
For fans of John Green's The Fault in Our Stars, this inspirational novel is set in Tennessee horse country,
as well as the historic cities and picturesque countryside of Italy. As the story unfolds, three girls, recently
graduated from high school, plan the next phase of their lives while dealing with complicated issues. Author
Lurlene McDaniel subtly explores the many types of love--including love for one's family and friends, and
intimate love--and the sacrifices the girls face.
Red Heart Tattoo - Lurlene McDaniel 2013-08-06
In the vein of This is Where It Ends, this exploration of grief and tragedy in the aftermath of a bomb
explosion at a high school is sadly topical and powerfully heartrending. At 7:45 a.m. a bomb goes off at
Edison High. Nine people die instantly. Fifteen are critically wounded. Twenty-two are injured. One is
blinded. In the aftermath of the violent tragedy, survive struggle to cope and heal as a result of something
they may never understand. Told in alternating points of view, Red Heart Tattoo deals with issues of
violence, death, and trauma in the lives of five teens.
Angels and Demons Trilogy - J C Seal 2020-09-30
The complete Angels and Demons Trilogy Get all three books of the Trilogy in one. What would you do if a
world that has given you nothing but pain and condemnation suddenly needs your help? What would you do
if your life is turned upside down in the blink if an eye? What would you do if you're the only one able to
change fate? Would you close your eyes and deaden your senses to block out the plea for help, or would you
stand up, forgive those who wronged you, and be the hero you were meant to be!? Readers
recommendations on Goodreads: "J.C. Seal manages to make her series stand out. Through a masterful
blend of religion and mythology with a little touch of Science Fiction, she offers readers a unique and
gripping tale that is both striking and startling. And also full of feeling!" "A unique and downright addictive
story. Original, fast-paced, gripping, fascinating." "Packed with lore, mythology, demons, angels, and a
burning love - this book will keep you entertained from the first page to the very last!" "Fantastic take on
angels and demons, this story is one to make you keep reading and not want to put it down because you'll
want to know what happens next!" "This book offers the reader a page-turning, fast-paced, heartwrenching, exciting story!" 1. FALLEN Angels Bela, son of a Fallen Angel and a mortal woman, has lived for
centuries. For one misstep in his youth, he was cursed and powers he had not yet learned to use were
ripped away by a Guardian Angel. As a cursed half Demon, he lives as an outcast outside of today's society,
withdrawn to a safe oasis created for himself and others like him. After centuries, he finds his first human
friend, his closed heart gradually opening to accept friendship and love in his life. When an old nemesis
rises again to threaten today's way of life, the future of the world is on razor's edge. Bela is forced to
suddenly embrace a new and terrifying role. Will there be enough time to embrace newfound abilities and
forgive those that wronged him in the past? Will it be enough to tip the scales in favor of the unsuspecting
human world? 2. Angels DESCENDANTS Meet Jason Tim, a young man who has denied his heritage all his
life, calling his father a nutcase, running away from home. Until one day, something happens that turns his
whole life upside down. He suddenly finds himself on The Chariot, the ancient vessel of the Gods, a place
only known from history books. Realizing that his father told the truth all along, he must return to Earth to
find him. Finally back, he is hunted by unknown foes, needs to come to terms with the changes in his life,
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and unravel the mystery of his own heritage. Learning that his girlfriend had been blackmailed to spy on
him, he needs to unravel her heritage as well to keep her safe from abilities she cannot control, while
struggling to accept his new role within the Angel community. 3. Angels NEMESIS For a great part of his
life, Kreon has lived in fear of his inherited abilities, blocking their use on purpose. His father Lucifer is
hiding, waiting for a new chance to attack the Angel community The same community Kreon only recently
became part of after meeting his soul-partner Lia and being turned into a True Angel. When Archangel
Gabriel vanishes, he is forced to embrace his abilities to free Gabriel from Lucifer's grasp. Doing so, he gets
gets shackled by an Archangel's command to kill his father. Will he be forced to comply, or is there another
way? An ancient prophecy pushes Kreon to his limits as he tries to change fate, risking the extinction of the
entire Angel community in a battle that will change the Angel world forever.
ANGEL WARRIORS: EarthBound - A Trilogy - Melinda S Reynolds

would be perfect if only Trisha got along with Christina's controlling boyfriend, Tucker, who is trying to
convince Christina not to go away for college. Their lives are forever changed when one night Tucker drives
them all home from a basketball game. He hits black ice and the car overturns. Tucker walks away with
barely a scratch, but Trisha is injured, Cody is in a coma, and Christina is dead. Those that are left must
learn to heal, in order for their lives to move on.
Angels Watching Over Me - Lurlene McDaniel 2012-02-29
It's Christmas time, and Leah Lewis-Hall finds herself spending the holiday season alone and stuck in the
hospital. Luckily, she quickly befriends her hospital roommate, a young Amish girl, and her close-knit Amish
family. She becomes especially close to Ethan, the handsome and gentle older brother who can barely look
Leah in the eye. When Leah receives frightening news about her condition, Ethan will show her that
miracles can happen- and that sometimes angels appear in the most unexpected places. This nationally
bestselling book is the first of three stories in The Angels Trilogy by Lurlene McDaniel.
Heart to Heart - Lurlene McDaniel 2012-03-13
From Lurlene McDaniel, the bestselling author of young adult inspirational fiction, comes Heart to Heart.
This emotionally charged novel explores loss, love, renewal, and the ways in which these complex bonds
within families and between friends are tested at life's most challenging moments. Elowyn Eden and Kassey
Messechek are best friends. They share every aspect of their lives. But one thing Elowyn has not yet shared
with Kassey is that she checked the organ donor box on her newly acquired driver's license. Kassey only
learns of this in a startling and devastating way—when Elowyn's life-giving donor wishes are about to be
honored. Arabeth St. Clair has not had the luck to have a best friend. Due to her diseased heart, she's led a
sheltered life. When Arabeth is sixteen, she and her mother receive the call that will change their lives—but
they don't know to whom they should be forever grateful. When the worlds of these three girls and their
families intersect, lives are changed in ways never imagined. Most especially, it is Kassey who sees things
differently, for she can keep alive the memory of her dear friend by sharing the renewed life of another
teenage girl, while helping to ease the pain of the two families involved and coming to terms with her own.
Forever With Him (Darkest Fears Trilogy, Book Three) - Clair Delaney 2020-10-11
A Contemporary Romantic Drama/ Suspense/ Thriller/ Romance Series. When Coral Stevens first met
Tristan Freeman, sparks flew and fear exploded, causing her tentatively safe world to brew with
defensiveness and mistrust. Tristan, for his part, somehow worked his magic and managed to break down
Coral's walls, wearing down the barriers she threw between them - until Coral's heart was firmly caught in
his grasp. But Coral had no idea that meeting him would lead her to challenge every aspect of her life Including her own mortality. As she begins to recover from her ordeal, she must learn to let go of her need
to control, and allow Tristan to take care of her, for he has become her best friend, her passionate lover,
her bright light in the darkness, and maybe with his help, she can finally lay the ghosts of her past to rest.
Now they must prove to each other, no matter how hard it gets, they have become intrinsically woven into
the web of each other's lives - Forever. Or will fate take over again, and play a hand neither one of them
can see? This is a British Novel and is written in UK English. Reviews for Forever With Him "Sooo good!
Beautiful story, beautiful ending. I love this trilogy. I love Coral, and I'm so in-love with Tristan. This is the
kind of trilogy that puts you on an emotional rollercoaster ride while transporting you into their world. This
author has a gift! Love, love, loved it! So sad it's ended :-(" 5 stars - LibraryThing "Brilliant third book in
this well written trilogy, I loved all the books. Coral and Tristan fit so perfectly together. This trilogy
captures your attention, not just a load of romance. It's got intrigue, psychology and the girly stuff as well Loved it!" 5 stars - Amazon.co.uk "Awesome book." 5 stars - Amazon.com "This is the third book in an
enchanting love story. Lots of good writing and suspense here that has been lovely to read. I found myself
glued to the book until the very end. I was rooting for Coral and Tristan who truly make this worth reading.
Thumbs Up." 5 stars - Amazon.com "A wonderful series conclusion. I loved this last book, and the entire
trilogy so much. Having travelled this road with Coral and Tristan, it's heartening to find things not only
work out the way you want it to, but better. An excellent romance series that I would highly recommend." 5
stars - Amazon.com "I love this story - 456 pages of love, hardship and learning to trust." 5 stars - Barnes &
Noble Buy Forever With Him Today On Google Play!
Angel Eyes - Shannon Dittemore 2012-05-28

Forged by Fire - Sharon M. Draper 2013-07-23
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their abusive father, faces the
prospect of one final confrontation before the problem can be solved.
Unhinged Trilogy - Nicole Edwards 2018-05-27
This is the complete Unhinged Trilogy. Have you ever met that someone who steals your breath with just a
look? That someone you can’t stop thinking about, no matter how hard you try? I have. I met her in a
dream. Never would I have expected her to step right into my reality, though. But she did. Although I can’t
explain why, Payton Fowler makes me want things I never imagined I could have. She soothes the chaos in
my head. But she doesn’t know who I really am, and she doesn’t see the darkness that lives inside of me.
She’s supposed to be off limits to me. But that’s not a problem because I’ve perfected the art of breaking
the rules. My name is Sebastian Trovato, and this is the story of how I met the woman who unhinges me.
The Crazy Rich Asians Trilogy Box Set - Kevin Kwan 2018-08-21
The New York Times bestselling Crazy Rich Asians series reveals the outrageous world of high-net-worth
society with humor and heart. Crazy Rich Asians is now a major motion picture. “There’s rich, there’s filthy
rich, and then there’s crazy rich.” —People New Yorker Rachel Chu does not know that her loving
boyfriend, Nicholas Young, also happens to be Singapore’s most eligible bachelor and likely heir to a
massive fortune. So when she agrees to spend the summer in Nick’s home, her life unexpectedly becomes
an obstacle course of old money, new money, nosy relatives, and scheming social climbers. And that’s all
before she discovers the true identity of her long-lost father . . . This box set includes the entire trilogy:
Crazy Rich Asians, China Rich Girlfriend, and Rich People Problems.
Losing Gabriel - Lurlene McDaniel 2017-06-13
When baby Gabriel's health takes a turn for the worse, the lives of those involved are forever changed.
Keep Me in Your Heart - Lurlene McDaniel 2010-12-28
Three of Lurlene McDaniel's bestselling novels in one volume. Readers will relate to the compassion and
strength of the characters as they piece their lives back together after tragedy strikes. Letting Go of Lisa
Nathan Malone has been home schooled his whole life. He hasn't spent much time with kids his own age,
let alone dated. Now that his mother is busy with his new twin sisters, he must enroll at the local high
school for his senior year. On the first day of school a girl catches his eye. Lisa is a loner and doesn't care
what anybody thinks of her. Nathan is intrigued. When he and Lisa finally start spending time together, he
is the happiest he's ever been. But Lisa has a tragic secret and when she decides to deal with it herself,
Nathan has to make a choice. Can he ever let go of Lisa? Saving Jessica Jessica McMillan and Jeremy
Travino are a perfect couple. When they met in high school, Jessica's upbeat spirit helped Jeremy to see
that there must be a reason he was spared in the car accident that killed his brother. But now Jessica has
been diagnosed with kidney failure. Her only hope is a kidney transplant but no one in her family is a
match. Jeremy can't watch another person he loves die. He believes that his life was spared so he could
save Jessica by donating a kidney. But his parents are terrified of losing their only child. Will Jeremy go
against his parents' wishes to do what he must to save Jessica? Telling Christina Goodbye Trisha Thompson
and her best friend, Christina, are having a great senior year. Trisha and her boyfriend are making plans to
attend Indiana University, and Christina received a scholarship to the University of Vermont. Everything
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Once you’ve seen, you can’t unsee. Brielle went to the city to chase her dreams and found tragedy instead.
She’s come home to shabby little Stratus, Oregon, to live with her grief and her guilt . . . and an incredible,
numbing cold she can’t seem to shake. Jake’s the new guy at school. The boy next door with burning hands
and an unbelievable gift that targets him for corruption. Something more than fate has brought them
together. An evil bigger than both of them lurks in the shadows nearby, hiding in plain sight. Two angels
stand guard, unsure what’s going to happen. And a beauty brighter than either Brielle or Jake has ever seen
is calling them to join the battle in a realm where all human choices begin. A realm that only angels and
demons—and Brielle—can perceive.
Angel Virus: A Novella Trilogy - Joshua Squire 2016-07-25
Up until the day the Angel Virus appeared, people of the world thought they knew the meaning of true
terror. After all, they'd seen thousands of years of war, starvation, illness, and other forms of tragedy. Yet,
the emergence of the Angel Virus brought about a deeper level of sorrow and a fiercer degree of trauma
than any living person had dreamed existed. On the day the Virus came, all over the world, children
suddenly began to die. The virus inflicted great grief on humanity, but humanity would not have time to
mourn. A war between good and evil was soon to heat up. The Angel Virus is only the beginning of a battle
that carries much more than earthly implications. This is a divine confrontation in a world buckled by
despair, where the laughter of children has been silenced forever.
Angel Fire East - Terry Brooks 2001-01-18
“That is Brooks’ way of casting spells—transporting his readers into plausible realms where sorcery is alive,
whether those places are in other ages or right in the middle of our own. As a result, he's reaped more than
a few magical moments . . .”—Seattle Times As a Knight of the Word, John Ross has struggled against the
dark forces of the Void and his minions for twenty-five years. The grim future he dreams each night—a
world reduced to blood and ashes—will come true, unless he can stop them now, in the present. The birth
of a gypsy morph, a rare and dangerous creature that could be an invaluable weapon in his fight against the
Void, brings John Ross and Nest Freemark together again. Twice before, with the fate of the world hanging
in the balance, the lives of Ross and Nest have intersected. Together, they have prevailed. But now they will
face an ancient evil beyond anything they have ever encountered, a demon of ruthless intelligence and feral
cunning. As a firestorm of evil erupts, threatening to consume lives and shatter dreams, they have but a
single chance to solve the mystery of the Gypsy morph—and their own profound connection. “Superior to
most of the fantasy fiction being published today.”—Rocky Mountain News
Through the Third Eye - Bob Frank 2011-11-11
Clay Barton gained access to temporarily declassified past life regression protocols used by the CIA when
he worked at the Stanford Research Institute. Since then he has been something of an armchair treasure
hunter, conducting hypnotic past life regressions on people. Shali Faisal and Clay take their roaming
reincarnation parapsychology practice direct to their subjects and guide them through their past lives. They
coax out information about lost valuables or hidden treasures from long ago. The subjects remember almost
nothing of their reincarnation sessions so the rewards are all theirs for the taking. They heard whispers
about a collection of “hidden writings” that have ties to the rumored secrets of the universe. Upon finally
finding these treasures, they are confronted by a unidentifiable, secretive nemesis intent on stopping them.
Despite being aided by a benevolent ally, they are repeatedly blocked from their goal.
The Unblemished Trilogy - Sara Ella 2019-01-08
Three complete YA fantasy stories from award-winning author Sara Ella—now available in one low-price ecollection! “A breathtaking fantasy set in an extraordinary fairy-tale world, with deceptive twists and an
addictively adorable cast who are illusory to the end.” —Mary Weber, award-winning author of the Storm
Siren Trilogy and To Best the Boys Unblemished Eliyana can’t bear to look at her own reflection. With a
birthmark covering half her face, she just hopes to graduate high school unscathed. But what if this is only
one Reflection—one world? What if another world exists where her blemish could become her strength?
When Eliyana’s mother doesn’t come home one night, things start to get weird. Why is her swoony nextdoor neighbor now her legal guardian? Add a hooded stalker and a Central Park battle—yes, battle—to the
mix and you’ve gone from weird to otherworldly. Eliyana soon finds herself in a world much larger and
more complicated than she’s ever known. A world enslaved by a powerful and vile man. And she holds the
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key to defeating him. Unraveling What happens when happily ever after starts to unravel? Eliyana Ember
doesn’t believe in true love. Not anymore. After defeating her grandfather and saving the Second
Reflection, El only trusts what’s right in front of her. The tangible. The real. Not some unexplained Kiss of
Infinity she once shared with the ghost of a boy she’s trying to forget. Unbreakable With the fate of the
Reflections at stake, Eliyana must destroy the Void . . . but at what cost? Eliyana Ember is a reluctant
queen. As vessel of the Verity, only she can lead the fight against the wicked magnetism of the Void. If she
fails, the paths between Reflections will cease to exist, and those she loves will remain plagued by
darkness. Praise for The Unblemished Trilogy: “Unblemished may have set the stage, but Unraveling will
forever bind you to this story like a Kiss of Accord. Sara Ella’s exquisite writing left me gasping at new
revelations and re-reading whole chapters just because. Unraveling is a sequel that outshines its already
brilliant predecessor.” —Nadine Brandes, award-winning author of Fawkes “Lyrically written and achingly
romantic—Unblemished will tug your heartstrings!” —Melissa Landers, author of Alienated, Invaded, and
Starflight “Self-worth and destiny collide in this twisty-turny fantasy full of surprise and heart. With charm
and wit, Sara Ella delivers Unblemished, a magical story with a compelling message and a unique take on
the perils of Central Park.” —Shannon Dittemore, author of the Angel Eyes trilogy “Unblemished is an
enchanting, beautifully written adventure with a pitch-perfect blend of fantasy, realism, and romance.”
—Lorie Langdon, author of the bestselling Doon series “Unblemished had me from the first
chapter—mystery, romance, and mind-blowing twists and turns that I SO did not see coming! The worlds
Sara Ella builds are complex and seamless; the characters she creates are beautifully flawed.” —Krista
McGee, author of the Anomaly trilogy
Blue Bells of Scotland - Laura Vosika 2009-09
Shawn has a skyrocketing musical career, fans, fame, money, a beautiful girlfriend and all the women he
wants. Everything changes when he falls asleep in a castle tower and wakes up in medieval Scotland.
Mistaken for the castle's future laird, he is forced to make a dangerous cross-country trek with a beautiful
woman wielding a knife, pursued by English soldiers and a Scottish traitor, to raise men for the critical
battle at Bannockburn. Niall Campbell, Shawn's opposite in everything except looks, is no more happy to
find himself caught in Shawn's life, pursued by women, the target of an angry girlfriend, expected to play a
sell-out concert, and hearing the account of his own death and Scotland's annihilation at Bannockburn. He
vows to figure out what went wrong at the battle, and find a way back to change it. Blue Bells of Scotland is
both an action-packed adventure and a tale of redemption that will be remembered long after the last page
has been turned
The Girl with the Broken Heart - Lurlene McDaniel 2018-12-18
"Sorry, John Green fans, but McDaniel's been making us cry . . . for decades." --Bustle.com An inspirational
story about love, tragedy, heartbreak, and renewal as a young woman deals with her serious health issues,
a fractured family life, and the prospect of romantic love while trying to remain focused on her studies and
a lifelong dream. Kenzie Caine is enrolled at Vanderbilt University, with the goal of becoming a
veterinarian. When she lands a summer job caring for and helping to rehabilitate abused horses at the
Bellmeade Estate stables, she is over-the-moon happy. One place she does not want to be is at home with
her parents. Since the tragic death of Kenzie's younger sister, her mother has unraveled and her father has
lost Kenzie's trust. At the stables, Kenzie is in her element. But a serious heart condition limits her ability to
complete the more physical aspects of the job, so her employers have tasked the charming Austin Boyd with
helping her. But Austin has secrets. And as Kenzie and Austin become closer, those secrets threaten to
harm their relationship, as well as reveal other startling truths. Once again Lurlene McDaniel delivers the
type of story for which she is famous--and readers everywhere will be reaching for their tissues.
Diamonds are Forever Boxed Set: The Complete Trilogy - Charmaine Pauls 2020-10-27
“She’s a pretty wildflower destined for my brother's vase. I'll make her mine, even if how I do it will make
flowers wilt.” A DARK FRENCH MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see things. We do things, things that
make us unfeeling. That’s the price of power and money, of living la belle vie and running the French mafia.
Then she came along like a pretty wildflower pushing through the cracks on a dirty pavement—fragile yet
resilient, a breath of beauty among the filth. She was supposed to be just another job, a nameless person I
was to pluck from her life and hand to my brother, nothing but a pawn in the gamble of our diamond
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business. There’s a psychological label for men like us. We lack empathy and guilt. We do things to have
what we want, things that make flowers wilt. The box set contains: Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3) The Diamond Magnate collection in order:
Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3) Beauty in the Stolen Trilogy Stolen Lust
(Book 1) Stolen Life (Book 2) Stolen Love (Book 3) Beauty in Imperfection Duology Imperfect Intentions
(Book 1) Imperfect Affections (Book 2)
The Paperback Trilogy: - Richard J. Martinez 2008-03-28
The Life and Times of the Pizza Mariachi is the fascinating tale of one man’s self-discovery while staying in
Boise, Idaho. The protagonist finds love, companionship, and close friendship on his strange trip in the
Midwest. With pepperoni and sausage Pizza as his regular sidekick on his travels through Boise, the
protagonist matures, learns, and becomes a new man. With love providing him with a reason to endure, he
remains in this otherwise-obscure American city in hopes of achieving permanent happiness. The Life and
Times of the Pizza Mariachi could appeal to a wide variety of readers, particularly those with an interest in
romance, character development, and adventure. This novel may be enjoyed by a reader who is hankering
for a slice-of-life read.
Hit Singles - 2004
(Book). This entertaining book presents the U.S. and U.K. Top 20 charts side by side, month by month
showing how rock and pop developed on each side of the Atlantic. Fully updated, it lists the hits from 1954
through 2003. Alongside every song listing, readers will find important facts such as the artist's name and
nationality, current and previous month's chart position, record label, weeks on the chart, and simultaneous
position on the other side of the pond. Includes an alphabetical listing of song titles with artists, and an
alphabetical listing of artists with song titles and chart-entry dates, enabling easy cross-referencing to help
you track down any Top 20 record since 1954.
True Love: Three Novels - Lurlene McDaniel 2012-01-25
Love, romance, and friendship abound in this three-in-one omnibus edition of Lurlene McDaniel's
bestselling inspirational young adult novels, all of which explore the timeless question "Can love survive,
now and forever?" I'll Be Seeing YouCarley Mattea never expected to become friends with a boy as
handsome as Kyle Westin—especially not in the hospital. His doctors don't know whether he'll get his vision
back, and he's deeply depressed. Carley can relate. She's been scarred by a facial deformity, but she's
keeping that a secret from Kyle. She's worried that if his bandages are removed and he sees her, it will be
the end of their relationship. Carley wants what's best for Kyle. But what will that mean for Carley? Don't
Die, My LoveJulie Ellis and Luke Muldenhower describe themselves as "meant for each other." Now in high
school, they are deeply in love. Luke is a talented football player and is sure to receive an athletic
scholarship to a top college, and Julie intends to follow. When Luke gets a virus, Julie persuades him to see
a doctor. The test results are devastating. But Julie believes their love is stronger than anything. Or is it? A
Rose for MelindaJesse and Melinda have been friends since the first grade. When Jesse and his mom move
to California, he and Melinda bridge the miles with e-mail. When Melinda suddenly falls ill and her plans to
become a prima ballerina are shattered, Jesse travels to see her, to be by her side. As their bond grows
stronger, Melinda wonders whether she and Jesse can be more than just friends—and whether a new love
could be enough to save her.
The Missing Ones Trilogy - Ben Cheetham 2017-12-22
1993. A trip to the cinema turns into a nightmare for Anna Young and her little sister Jessica, when two
men throw thirteen-year-old Jessica into the back of a van and speed away. 1997. Fifteen-year-old Grace
Kirby kisses her mum goodbye and heads off to school. It's a day like any other, except that Grace will
never return home. 2012. Melinda (surname and age unknown) has been missing for weeks. The police
would normally be all over it, but Melinda is a prostitute. Women in that line of work are the perfect
victims. Most are runaways and drug addicts, leading transient existences. She probably just moved on.
Jessica, Grace and Melinda are not the only ones who have gone missing. There are others. Lots of them.
On the surface, their disappearances don't appear to be connected. But one man is convinced otherwise.
When DI Jim Monahan is called to a fatal shooting, he comes to realise the case is only part of a bigger
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picture – one that he becomes hell-bent on exposing to the world. But a shadowy ring of powerful people
will do anything to prevent that from happening. Over the course of three books, Jim's investigation leads
him down a rabbit hole of murder, depravity and corruption that will test his faith in the law to breakingpoint. From the bestselling author of Blood Guilt and The Lost Ones, comes a hard-hitting trilogy that will
have you questioning how far you would go to see justice done. Praise for Angel of Death, Justice for the
Damned and Spider's Web: 'An incredible tour-de-force that will grip you like a vice and keep you in its
tight hold until the very last page' CrimeSquad. 'Fast-paced ... entertaining, violent and gritty ... A thriller
and a whodunit (just who is the Chief Bastard?)' Crime Thriller Hound. 'It's wonderfully written ... you
really can't afford to miss this' Falcata Times. 'The sheer relentless pace of a story as relevant as today's
news sucks in the reader ... this accomplished thriller builds to a bloody climax and Cheetham's
denouement provides a satisfying final twist' CrimeReview.
Don't Die, My Love - Lurlene McDaniel 2010-10-27
Julie Ellis and Luke Muldenhower have always been the perfect high school sweethearts. Luke is a talented
football player set to receive an athletic scholarship to a top college, and Julie is prepared to follow
wherever he goes. When Luke is unexpectedly diagnosed with a life-threatening illness, however, their
relationship will be tested beyond anything they've ever experienced before. In this national bestseller,
Lurlene McDaniel expertly weaves a heart-wrenching story of enduring love that is perfect for fans of The
Fault in Our Stars.
Forever - Jude Deveraux 2002
A man hires a young woman with unusual powers to help him destroy a murderous coven of witches who
are holding his sister prisoner.
Shiver Trilogy (Shiver, Linger, Forever) - Maggie Stiefvater 2011-07-12
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater's NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER, and
FOREVER. shiverSam's not just a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a
human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the
wolves in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that she would fall in love with one of them.
Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and Sam's only summer
together.lingerCan Grace and Sam last? Each will have to fight to stay together -- whether it means a
reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace, facing a future that is less and less certain. Enter
Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf while denying the ties
of being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their
world falls apart, love is what lingers. But can it be enough?
Until Angels Close My Eyes - Lurlene McDaniel 2010-10-27
Leah has never been more in need of support, so Ethan chooses to leave his Amish life on the farm to move
in with Leah and her family. However, once he arrives, they both realize that Ethan's Amish values are
quite different from those of Leah's complex "American" world. Worlds collide in this heart-rending
conclusion to the bestselling Angels Trilogy as Leah and Ethan must finally determine whether love will be
enough to overcome their differences.
The Killer Angels - Michael Shaara 2004-11-02
A reissue of a Pulitzer prize-winning classic, and now the major motion picture GETTYSBURG. As a result of
these acclamations, this book is considered one of the greatest novels written on the Civil War.
The Real Little Best Fake Book Ever (Songbook) - Hal Leonard Corp. 1993-01-01
(Fake Book). The latest edition of this fake book is truly the Best Ever! It contains more than 1,000 huge
hits, and icludes the melody lines, lyrics and chords for: Against All Odds * Amazed * At the Hop * Autumn
Leaves * The Birth of the Blues * Bohemian Rhapsody * Cabaret * California Girls * Candle in the Wind *
Centerfold * Chariots of Fire * Colors of the Wind * Crazy * Dust in the Wind * Earth Angel * Eleanor Rigby
* Fever * Fire and Rain * From a Distance * Hello, Dolly! * Hey Jude * I Am Woman * Imagine * Joy to the
World * Kansas City * The Keeper of the Stars * La Bamba * Lady in Red * Linus and Lucy * Longer * Me
and Bobby McGee * Mickey Mouse March * Misty * More * More Than Words * Oye Como Va * Peggy Sue *
The Rainbow Connection * Respect * Route 66 * Shout * Spanish Eyes * Stormy Weather * Take Five *
Thriller * Time in a Bottle * Unchained Melody * Wave * The Way We Were * Y.M.C.A. * You've Got a Friend
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* and hundreds more!
Angel Eyes - Loren D. Estleman 2011-06-28
Hardboiled noir starring Detroit PI Amos Walker: “For readers who can’t get enough of Elmore Leonard
and Ross Thomas, try Estleman. He’s that good” (People). After a tour in Vietnam and several years
working the streets of Detroit as a private investigator, Amos Walker has seen a lot. But he’s never
encountered anything quite like his newest assignment. Ann Maringer, an aging stripper hard at work at
one of the city’s many low-grade joints, hires him to find a missing person: herself. She expects to disappear
any day now, she says, and she wants to be found. He goes to her apartment the next day, hoping for more
information, but Ann was true to her word and has disappeared completely, leaving behind nothing but a
carton of Bel-Airs and a dead man on the floor. Unshaken by the body or the circumstances, Walker sets out
to find his client. After all, she paid in advance. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Loren D.
Estleman including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
The Angels Trilogy - Lurlene McDaniel 2012-03-28
Leah is not happy about being stuck in the hospital for the holidays while her mother is thousands of miles
away on a honeymoon with husband number five. Until she meets her hospital roommate, Rebekah, and her
big family. Cynical 16-year-old Leah has never known people like this before. From Rebekah’s handsome
brother, Ethan, who can barely look Leah in the eye, to her kind older sister, Charity, the Amish family
captivates Leah with its simple, loving ways. When Leah receives frightening information about her
condition, her new friends show her that miracles can happen. And that sometimes angels appear in the
most unexpected places.
Too Young to Die - Lurlene McDaniel 2015-07-28
Melissa Austin has always worked hard to make things go her way, and now she's determined to have the
best junior year ever. Everything appears to look promising as usual...until she receives the devastating
news that she has cancer. Despite denying the doctor's diagnosis at first, Melissa quickly realizes that her
illness is growing worse and so she agrees to start treatment. At the hospital, she finds unexpected
friendship and love through Ric, another cancer patient who turns out to be the only other person who can
truly understand what she's going through. Together, Melissa and Ric learn how to find the inner strength
to face the mysteries of living and dying every day. This is an inspirational story by the bestselling author
Lurlene McDaniel that is perfect for fans of The Fault in Our Stars.
Angel City - Jon Steele 2016-08-02
It’s been almost three years since we left Detective Jay Harper and high-priced escort Katherine Taylor on
the esplanade of Lausanne Cathedral, bruised and battered from a biblical showdown with the Nephilim.
Katherine has retreated to small-town life in the woods of Washington State with her son, Max—and a close
protection detail of heavily-armed, elite members of the Swiss Guard. Harper is living in Paris, haunted by
voices in his head and bone-tired after what turns out to be two and a half million years on Earth. Though
Katherine and Harper have been prevented from remembering each other , baby Max has unwittingly
stirred the interest of vengeful spirits—and only a worldwide (and cosmic) effort to save his life will bring
Harper and Katherine together again. Meanwhile, from the shadows steps a defrocked priest named Astruc,
whose face looks as if it has been clawed by some terrible beast and who hides his eyes behind blue lenses.
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He and his brilliant young ward, Goose, have discovered something unfathomable in the Catacombs under
Paris, something that will confirm that “the time of the prophecy” is at hand. . . . Electrifying from its
explosive first scene to its unexpected and shocking conclusion, Angel City reunites the unforgettable
characters from The Watchers to reveal more of the earthly—and otherworldly—mysteries of the Angelus
trilogy.
Earthbound Angels Trilogy - Elizabeth Corrigan 2018-10-02
Oracle of Philadelphia: Carrie works at a diner in South Philadelphia, dispensing advice to humans and
angels wise enough to seek her counsel. But there are some problems that even the best advice can’t solve.
Her latest supplicant, Sebastian, sold his soul to a demon in exchange for his sister’s life, but his heart
remains pure. In order to renegotiate his contract, Carrie must travel into the depths of hell and parley with
the demons that control its pathways. Raising Chaos: When Bedlam learns that the archdemon Azrael has
escaped from the Abyss in order to wreak vengeance against the person who sent her there—Bedlam’s best
friend, Khet—he can’t sit idly by. Only one relic possesses the power to kill Khet, who suffers immortality at
Lucifer’s request: the mythical Spear of Destiny, and Azrael claims to know its location. Archangel Errant:
When Heaven is suddenly attacked, all the angels become trapped in their own nightmares. With Michael
gone on an angelic mission, Gabriel must rally the remaining seraphim to rouse the sleeping angels and
discover who seeks to take the agents of Heaven out of the celestial battle.
The Year of Chasing Dreams - Lurlene McDaniel 2015-07-14
“Readers will swoon over this story of love despite impossible odds.” —Romantic Times From the author of
Don’t Die, My Love comes this young adult novel that intertwines a family saga with a grand love story.
This novel stands alone or can be read as the companion to The Year of Luminous Love and Wishes and
Dreams. For fans of Sarah Dessen’s The Moon and More and Ann Brashares’s Forever in Blue. Ciana
Beauchamp hasn’t seen or heard from Jon Mercer in months. Until now. He’s back in Windemere to see
her. Deep down Ciana is filled with joy and relief. She has never stopped loving him. It’s proof of Jon’s love
that he has returned, but what will their future be? When tragedy strikes, almost no one in town is left
unscathed. Tragedy has a way of bringing people together, but it can also tear them apart. Ciana can hardly
face her choices, but she knows she must, and there are now people who she can turn to if only she is
willing.
Evermore - Alyson Noël 2009-02-03
Don't miss Evermore, the first book in Alyson Noël's #1 New York Times bestselling The Immortals series.
Enter an enchanting new world where true love never dies. . . After a horrible accident claimed the lives of
her family, sixteen-year-old Ever Bloom can see people's auras, hear their thoughts, and know someone's
entire life story by touching them. Going out of her way to avoid human contact and suppress her abilities,
she has been branded a freak at her new high school—but everything changes when she meets Damen
Auguste. Damen is gorgeous, exotic and wealthy. He's the only one who can silence the noise and random
energy in her head—wielding a magic so intense, it's as though he can peer straight into her soul. As Ever
is drawn deeper into his enticing world of secrets and mystery, she's left with more questions than answers.
And she has no idea just who he really is—or what he is. The only thing she knows to be true is that she's
falling deeply and helplessly in love with him.
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